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Choriocarcinoma is a rare malignant germ cell neoplasm with high invasiveness,

the majority of which are pregnancy-related, and the female genital tract is the

most prevalent site of the disease. Although early-stage choriocarcinoma

typically metastasizes to the lungs, primary pulmonary choriocarcinoma is

extremely rare. Primary pulmonary choriocarcinoma is difficult to diagnose,

and it progresses rapidly. Combined with the difficulty of treatment, the

prognosis of patients is generally poor. In this article, we retrospectively

analyzed a case of female primary pulmonary choriocarcinoma, combined

with a review of literature, to understand and describe the diagnostic and

treatment progress of PPC.
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Introduction

Choriocarcinoma is a highly invasive malignant tumor originating from the

trophoblast epithelium of pregnancy. In rare cases, choriocarcinoma can originate in the

external genital region, predominantly in midline structures such as the retroperitoneum,

mediastinum, and pineal gland (1, 2). Tumor tissue is composed of cytotrophoblasts,

syncytiotrophoblasts, and variable intermediate trophoblasts that secrete b-human

chorionic gonadotropin (b-hCG) (3, 4). Primary choriocarcinoma of the lung is very

rare and presents mainly as hemoptysis with pulmonary nodules (5); it primarily affects

young adults and has a poor prognosis, with a 5-year survival rate of less than 5% (2, 6). In

clinical practice, due to the atypical symptoms of primary pulmonary choriocarcinoma
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(PPC), it is particularly easy to misdiagnose or delay diagnosis.

Here, we report the diagnosis and treatment of primary pulmonary

choriocarcinoma in a 27-year-old woman.
Case presentation

A 27-year-old woman presented to the hospital with a cough,

blood-stained sputum, and a fever for 1 month and chest pain for 10

days. The patient reported that she was married at an appropriate

age, had regular menstruation, and had two pregnancies, 3.5 and 1.5

years before her admission to the hospital. There were no similar or

hereditary disorders in her family. The physical examination,

including the lungs, heart, peripheral lymph nodes, abdomen, and

external anal genitalia, showed normal results, and no abnormalities

were detected in other organs. A chest computerized tomography

(CT) scan in a local hospital showed a space-occupied lesion in the

lower lobe of the left lung. However, the anti-infective treatment

was ineffective. A second chest CT scan showed an enlarged space
Frontiers in Oncology 02
occupying lesion in the lower lobe of the left lung (Figure 1), which

was diagnosed as an infected-pulmonary cyst.

Preliminary laboratory examination revealed that the level of

non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC)-associated antigen was 6.62

ng/ml and the level of neuron-specific enolase was 16.73 ng/ml,

indicating a malignant lung tumor.

At first, the patient was diagnosed with pulmonary cyst

associated with infection according to the fever symptoms and

CT examination results, but after a period of antibiotic treatment,

there was no obvious effect. After the second CT examination, the

lesion in the left lower lobe of the lung became larger than before in

a short time, and the values of neuron-specific enolase and NSCLC-

associated antigen were relatively high. Although it was still

uncertain whether the lesion was inflammation or tumor,

considering the high possibility of lung cancer, the decision was

made to perform surgical resection of the lung lesion of the lower

left lobe. The patient had surgical indications, and there was no

evidence of other lesion in the preoperative imaging examinations,

including emission computed tomography (ECT), brain magnetic
FIGURE 1

A chest CT scan revealed a large round lesion, approximately 6 cm in diameter, in the lower lobe of the left lung, with a well-defined border and
homogeneous density. Following the enhancement scan, the edge of the lesion showed obvious ring enhancement, and villous tissue protruding inward.
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resonance imaging (MRI), and abdominal ultrasound. Meanwhile,

the cardiopulmonary risk of surgical resection was within the

acceptable range. Therefore, video-assisted thoracoscopic surgery

was proposed to remove the lung lesion of the left lower lobe.

The tumor size was 7 × 6 × 6 cm. It invaded the chest wall, and

the intraoperative frozen section showed a poorly differentiated

malignant tumor with a reproductive system origin. Because the

laparoscopic resection was difficult, it was converted to an axillary

small incision, left lower lobectomy, and systematic lymph

node dissection.

HE staining (Figure 2) showed a small number of tumor cells.

Immunohistochemical examination of the diseased tissues of the

patients revealed that tumor cells were strongly positive for CK 8/

18, CD10, b-hCG, proliferating cell nuclear antigen Ki-67, human

placental lactogen (HPL), and GATA-3 and were negative for P63

and P40. The patient was diagnosed with PPC based on the results

of laboratory and pathological examinations.
Frontiers in Oncology 03
The patient’s postoperative vital signs were normal, and no

serious adverse reactions occurred. We advised the patient to review

HCG and to undergo chemotherapy, but the patient refused due to

economic and social factors. After a period of postoperative

treatment, the patient recovered well and was discharged after

completing a series of examinations, and it was recommended

that the patient be reexamined regularly. A follow-up 5 years later

showed that the patient had recovered well, with no recurrence or

metastasis of the lung or other sites detected by chest CT and

physical examinations.
Discussion

Our report depicts a difficult situation in which the diagnosis of

PPC was unexpected in women who were not pregnant but had

elevated b-hCG levels (Figure 3). As can be seen in this case, no
FIGURE 2

HE staining: Figure (B) is a partial enlargement of figure (A). (B): Fibrinous-like material is present in the upper left corner, and neoplastic trophoblasts
are present in the lower right corner, with large hyperchromatic nuclei and no villi, as well as strongly positive immunohistochemical staining of the
tumor at 40× magnification: (C) b-hCG; (D) CK 8/18; (E) Ki-67; and (F) HPL; and at 20× magnification: (G) CD10; (H) GATA-3. The pathological
diagnosis was chorionic epithelial carcinoma of the left lower lobe of the lung, and the diameter of the lesion was approximately 10 cm. Most of the
lesion was necrotic, and only a few tumor cells were visible.
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specific features contributed to the diagnosis of PPC, which was

confirmed by postsurgical biopsy. Combined with other published

cases of primary pulmonary choriocarcinoma (Table 1), the

preoperative diagnosis of PPC is difficult unless b-hCG is

determined for other reasons (12). In this case, the patient’s two

CT examinations failed to diagnose the type of disease,

demonstrating that CT examinations with high clinical diagnostic

value for other common lung diseases are not helpful for the

diagnosis in PPC. CT scans, on the other hand, can be used for

the precise localization of lesions, as well as for searching for

primary and metastatic lesions of tumors due to their

convenience and high-density resolution.

Primary choriocarcinoma, also known as non-gestational

choriocarcinoma, is different from gestational choriocarcinoma.

The former is not related to pregnancy, originates from
Frontiers in Oncology 04
primordial germ cells, and can occur in both men and women. It

generally occurs in the gonadal organs but also in the midline

outside the gonads (such as brain-pineal gland, mediastinum,

retroperitoneum), and even other organs (e.g., stomach, lung,

pancreas) (7).

It is important to note that primary choriocarcinoma of the lung

should be differentiated from giant cell carcinoma of the lung (13),

as both diseases are associated with a lung mass and elevated b-hCG
levels (11). However, the number and volume of multinucleated

giant cells in giant cell carcinoma of the lung are lower than in PPC,

and the level of b-hCG elevation is similarly lower. Furthermore,

PPC must be differentiated from other types of pulmonary lesions

(14). In this case, the patient exhibited a cough, sputum, fever, and

other obvious symptoms, which are common manifestations of

pulmonary infections, and this is why the patient was initially
FIGURE 3

The process of the patient’s visit.
TABLE 1 List of primary pulmonary choriocarcinoma cases in recent 3 years.

Author year Age, y Sex Symptoms Tumor locations Therapy

1. Dlewati
et al. (3), 2022

54 Female Dyspnea cough,
hemoptysis

Superior lobe of the right lung Chemotherapy,
resection

2. Zhang
et al. (7), 2022

65 Male None Superior lobe of the left lung Resection

3. Wu
et al. (2), 2020

37 Female Cough, dyspnea, chest pain,
hemoptysis, weight loss

Inferior lobe of the right lung Resection ×2,
chemotherapy

4. Johnson
et al. (8), 2022

37 Female Recurrent syncopal episodes Superior lobe of the left lung Resection, chemotherapy

5. Nguyen et al. (9), 2020 42 Male Chest pain,
weight loss

Multiple lesions in both lungs Resection, chemotherapy

6. Onishi et al. (10), 2021 40 Female None Inferior lobe of the right lung Resection

7. Kim
et al. (11), 2020

44 Female Chest pain,
fever

Multiple lesions in both lungs Chemotherapy
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misdiagnosed with a pulmonary cyst complicated with infection.

Pulmonary inflammatory pseudotumor (15) and organizing

pneumonia (16) are also symptoms of pulmonary infection that

must be differentiated during the diagnosis process. On CT images,

organizing pneumonia presents as diffuse lesions in the lungs,

whereas pulmonary inflammatory pseudotumors and PPCs

appear as nodules or masses in the lungs. PPC, on the other

hand, always has an unclear border and may be accompanied by

villous bulges. When distinguishing between them is challenging, an

enhanced CT (17) or lung biopsy should be performed to further

clarify the nature of the disease.

The tumor in this case originated in the lung, which is unusual

compared with the previously common choriocarcinoma (18).

Although this is not the first case, the conception of the cellular

origin and pathogenesis of PPC is still limited (19). Here are several

popular theories. The first theory is that it originates from the ectopic

position of primordial germ cells in the lungs during embryonic

development. The second theory is that PPC is a high-level

transformation of non-trophoblastic lung tumors. The third theory

is that primary choriocarcinoma of the lung is the same as giant cell

carcinoma of the lung (6, 20). Because the patient was not pregnant,

the second theory is more likely to explain this occurrence.

Regarding the diagnosis of primary choriocarcinoma, there was

no significant difference in the pathological morphology between

gestational choriocarcinoma and non-gestational choriocarcinoma,

and the immunohistochemical results could be CK (+) and HCG

(+), but from the point of origin and tissue, they were significantly

different. Gestational choriocarcinoma is a tumor transformed from

allogeneic cells with male components, so it has strong

immunogenicity or antigenicity, whereas non-gestational

choriocarcinoma is a tumor transformed from autologous cells,

which has low immunogenicity or antigenicity. The precise

differentiation requires polymorphism analysis of the tumor

genome. Therefore, it is necessary to check the presence of

paternal gene in the tumor tissue to confirm the diagnosis of this

patient (21). Short tandem repeat (STR) genotyping is currently the

most suitable method for identity detection (22).

Due to the poor survival rate of patients with PPC, early accurate

diagnosis and aggressive treatment are crucial. In this case, the follow-

up after 5 years showed a good recovery, which again confirmed that

the diagnosis was consistent with PPC. Previous studies have shown

that patients who are actively treated have longer survival than those

who are not treated, and the survival rate of the surgical group is

higher than that of the non-surgical group according to the different

treatment methods (7). Although PPC is a highly malignant tumor,

there is no standard treatment for it due to its rarity. Treatment

strategies for PPC in published cases have included complete

excision, chemotherapy, radiation therapy, and supportive care,

which are the same as those for gestational choriocarcinoma (3,

23). Surgical resection is an effective treatment for PPC, particularly

for isolated lung lesions, when combined with postoperative

chemotherapy to prevent tumor metastasis to other sites (5, 24).

Etoposide, carboplatin, bleomycin, and methotrexate are examples of

common chemotherapy drugs (3, 6). Furthermore, patients with

choriocarcinoma who are resistant to chemotherapeutic drugs can

be treated with a combination of toripalizumab and surgery (25).
Frontiers in Oncology 05
In conclusion, primary pulmonary choriocarcinoma is very rare

and difficult to diagnose, and elevated b-hCG levels are

characteristic of the disease. According to current research, the

combination of surgery and chemotherapy has a superior effect.

Further research on appropriate treatment options and factors

affecting survival is needed to improve the prognosis of patients

with PPC.
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